COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Academic Awards and Service Recognition Reception

April 5, 2007
PROGRAM

Welcome
Dr. Satish Udpa, Dean.

Outstanding Graduate Awards
Dr. Thomas F. Wolff, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies

Undergraduate Academic Awards
These awards recognize the top three percent of juniors and seniors in each department with cumulative grade point averages of 3.5 or above and sophomores in the top one percent of their class.

Applied Engineering Sciences
Dr. Les Leone, Program Director

Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering
Dr. Ajit Srivastava, Chairperson

Chemical Engineering and Materials Science
Dr. Robert Ofoli, Associate Professor, Chemical Engineering
Dr. Melissa Baumann, Associate Professor, Materials Science & Engineering

Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Richard Lyles, Associate Chairperson

Computer Science and Engineering
Dr. Laura K. Dillon, Chairperson

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dr. Timothy Grotjohn, Acting Chairperson

Mechanical Engineering
Dr. Eann Patterson, Chairperson

Undergraduate Service Awards
These awards recognize juniors and seniors who have made valuable contributions to the College of Engineering.
Dr. Thomas F. Wolff, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies

Closing and Recognition of Faculty
Dr. Satish Udpa, Dean
Undergraduate Academic Award Recipients

**Applied Engineering Sciences**
Nicole Catherine Currie
Robert George Frear
Eric Thomas Hosey
Joseph Michael Yestrepsky

**Biosystems Engineering**
Shane Allen Bennett
Tara Lee Franey
Jacqueline Michelle Palmer
Tyler Scott Wright

**Chemical Engineering**
Greeshma Enukonda
Jennifer Nicole Hall
Michael Charles Nelson
Traci Mari-Sun Taylor
Matthew George Witter

**Civil Engineering**
Russell Owen Blakely
Ronald William Davis
Bradley Richard Fase
Timothy Wayne Francisco
Christopher Michael James
Edward Dugan Kantz
Jason Tyler Provines

**Computer Engineering**
Geoffrey Scott Antos
Matthew Raymond Borton
Alexander Christopher Kuhn
Ricardo Jose Silva
Paul Joseph Suchyta

**Computer Science**
Keith Brian Barber
Derek Steven Gebhard
Chad Louis Klochko
Andrew Scott Kreling
Brett Matthew Lesnau
Matthew William Newman
James Adam Pita

**Electrical Engineering**
Andrew David Baczewski
Daniel James Baker
Kevin James Briere
Janelle Claire Shane
Donald Joseph Vanderlaan
Kuandyk D. Yerzhanov
Muhammad Junaid Zaheer

**Engineering - No Preference**
Ali Kathryn Sutton-Seltimi

**Materials Science and Engineering**
Megan Ann Galdes
Kristen Nicole Khabir
Robert John Friederichs
(Goldwater Scholarship)
Adam Robert Southworth

**Mechanical Engineering**
Logan James Beam
Melissa Rae Carrier
Christopher Reynaldo Cater
Brandon Geoffrey Gulker
Thomas Hull
Michelle Nicole Marincich
Sara Elizabeth Murawa
Basak Ogu
Andrew Keith Schafer
Adam Jon Sneller
Paul Christian Strefling
Christopher Ryan Sweeney
Bryan Ellis Wagenknecht
Matthew James Winkley
Outstanding Graduate Award Recipients

Jianwei Qin
Sachin Pandurang Patil
Milind Laxman Prabhu
Yi Chen
Shirish Subhash Karande
Shawn Patrick McElmurry
Daniel Bernadt Drazkowski
Michael Lavagnino

Biosystems Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Computer Science
Electrical Engineering
Environmental Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

Renfu Lu
Christina Chan
Neeraj Buch
Laura K. Dillon
Hayder Radha
Thomas C. Voice
Melissa Baumann
Roger C. Haut

Service Award Recipients

Anà Maria Almonte
Agatha Ygerne Bone
Joel Thomas Brown
Anthony Edward Golumbeck
Kira Leann Johns
David Roy Lenz
Shannon Singer Nicley
Kirsten Michelle Partyka
James Adam Pita
Rebecca Lynn Roberts
Matthew Jon Stasiewicz
Traci Marie-Sun Taylor
Jessica Marilyn Theis
Stanislav Todromovich
Steven Thomas Wensing
Amanda Marie Westmoreland
Tania Hajra Yusaf
Adam Frederick Zemke
Ke Zhang-Miske

Civil Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Computer Science
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Computer Science
Computer Science
Biosystems Engineering
Biosystems Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Computer Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering

2006 – 2007 Ambassadors

Adam Joseph Alderman
Logan James Beam
Bryan Earl Ramey
Rebecca Lynn Roberts
Justin James Rumao
Jessica Jean Schmanskly
Matthew Jay Stinson
Sandip Svedei
Bryan David Thomas
Amy Janelle Vanstrien

Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Applied Engineering Sciences
Biosystems Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Applied Engineering Sciences
Biosystems Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Materials Science & Engineering